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Abstract The vision of all-IP networks where IP forms the simple common layer
understandable across the whole network has undeniable advantages. However, such sim-
plicity comes as a major hurdle to flexibility and functionality to the architecture. This is evi-
dent from the increasingly numerous and complex engineering solutions and optimizations
required to accommodate essential qualities like mobility, security, realtime communication
support etc or to mitigate the shortcomings inherent in the ‘traditional Internet’ architecture.
While a clean slate approach to address these shortcomings is not an option in a realistic
scenario, it is important to examine the architecture as a whole to address emerging network
requirements and overcome existing shortcomings at the architecture level rather than engi-
neering solutions to an existing inefficient one. This architectural re-examination should also
facilitate discussion into what design principles for future generations of Network Archi-
tectures which will eventually replace the design tenets for the current Internet. While 3G
and 4G systems were more focussed on convergence towards an All-IP network and some
improvements in the core network, the architectural design remains stagnant with layered
paradigms and inherent inefficiencies. A departure from this shackled approach could be the
distinguishing feature of 5G systems and beyond. We claim that there is a pressing need to
move towards a Next Generation Network architecture built to natively support requirements
such as network resource abstraction, mobility, security, enhanced routing, privacy, context
communications, QoS, parallel processing, heterogeneous networking etc. Instead of treating
the network as just providing connectivity specified by endpoints, it is of great advantage
to applications to recognise it as a service characterized by attributes, abstracted to a higher
level to represent a collection of capabilities that the network offers. This uniform high level
abstraction can effectively mask the heterogeneity and implementation discrepancies in the
underlying infrastructure. Besides, in a network environment where an connectivity instance
might transverse diverse business/ownership/capability domains, the approach proposed in
this article can provide a transparent abstraction for resource negotiations across the domain
to be available for end-to-end setup. This architectural change should also be manifested
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according to the principles of SOA to ensure interoperability, backwards compatibility and
migration. In this article, we introduce a Service Oriented framework and network architec-
ture aimed at tackling the heterogeneity of emerging requirements and proposed solutions
into a coherent interoperable architecture using Web Services specifications as the basic
standards. We propose to model the new architecture on relationships between entities and
discuss the motivation this new architecture in the form of a new framework called ROSA.
Keywords Future Internet · Network architecture · Service oriented architecture · ROSA
1 Introduction
The Internet, as a network of connected computers, came into existence in the 1970s [1]. The
early Internet interconnected a stationary set of nodes. The architecture and the protocols
used were designed to accommodate and exploit this simple stationary nature. The designers
wanted to build a network infrastructure to interconnect all computers in the world together
and provide a framework for yet unknown applications to be invented and run [2]. The nodes
were well described by IP addresses that identified the nodes directly on the network. Routing
protocols then took advantage of the static nature of the Internet.
Although the usage and possibilities of the Internet have expanded beyond its initial scope,
the design principles and architecture of the original Internet are still followed today. The
success of the Internet has by itself shackled the possibility of any dramatic change or a
completely new architecture from being implemented to accommodate the requirements that
were not envisioned in initial design stage. The massive installed base of routers, clients
and other network equipment supporting today’s network infrastructure makes sure that any
significant changes to the architecture of the Internet protocol (IP) based network will be
overlooked, if not ignored. The financial aspects of migration will play an important part in
migrating to any other replacement proposed from today’s architecture.
Due to the explosive evolution of the Internet into what it is today, it is difficult to clearly
define ‘the scope of the Internet’ or specify ‘edges of the Internet’. The boundaries of the
legacy internet (if we can call the earlier iterations of the Internet that) is continuously
being blurred by the introduction of new devices, violation of the original design tenets
and the incorporation of new paradigms. Currently, a typical view of the Internet implies
an electronic communications network that connects computer networks and organizational
computer facilities around the world. This is a very generic definition which makes the term
‘Future Internet’ a very wide area for research and a ‘Future Internet Architecture’ a generic
network architecture that could address all networks.
2 The Need for a New Architecture
With time and technological advances, the networking solutions have been steadily increas-
ing in complexity. To accommodate new requirements, the Internet has been engineered with
more powerful routers, faster backbones, faster processing at end points and traffic shaping
to accommodate new models and better performance. These often incompatible engineering
solutions (or ‘hacks to the original stack’) provided temporary fixes to new problems but
introduced unnecessary complexity, a few of which will be singled out in the later sections.
There exist fundamental inefficiencies in the current network architecture which cannot be
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Fig. 1 Internet security controls and countermeasure [6]
addressed efficiently. For example, challenges with mobility, end-to-end Quality of Service
(QoS), security, trust etc. In implementing the work-arounds, the Internet today breaks most
of the design principles initially conceived for it [3]. Some examples can be perceived from
‘end to end’ principle violated by middle boxes, NATs etc. [4]; fairness restricted via traf-
fic shaping, packet inspection; best effort breached with overlays; stateless network concept
infringed by intelligent middle boxes [5], stateful proxies, label based router etc. The vastness
and distributed control nature of Internet today, makes it difficult to implement distributed
applications with realtime guarantees necessary for certain types of communications. These
changes do not converge towards any new architectures, but are add-ons or overlays piggy-
backing on the same old design. Some of the urgent problems like address exhaustion, better
compatibility to emerging technologies via header extensions and better security are squeezed
into the IPv6; which still addresses only a part of problem, not the network architecture
limitations as a whole.
We can find an instance of this complexity in the current Internet security architecture.
Security was not as important a concern as openness and fairness during the birth of the
ARPAnet. The fact that the network placed no restrictions on connectivity meant that inno-
vative applications could be deployed without obstacles, which essentially lead to the growth
of the Internet to the magnitude we witness today. However, the very same design tenet
has now made protecting the network from malicious hosts very difficult. For example,
while rudimentary security measures solve most of the problems (e.g., security holes in an
applications can be patched and end-to-end security protocols can be deployed, or security
overlays for specific protocols), the openness has made it difficult to defend against Denial of
Service (DoS) attacks. A visualization (Fig. 1) adapted from [6] indicate the complicated and
patched security architecture of the current Internet. The lack of a harmonized security strat-
egy and multiple approaches manifest themselves as cross layering and conflicting overlays.
The lack of a common trust, privacy and security approach is just one of the shortcom-
ings of the current Internet architecture. The Ambient Networks project, a European sixth
frame work project identified some of the requirements to be addressed for their next gener-
ation communication architecture [7]. Haggle [8] identifies that the root cause for some of
the usability deficiencies with regards to mobile devices today arises from the synchronous
IP-based APIs presented to applications along with the numeric addresses as end-points.
Applications implemented in such models rely on networking infrastructure for end-to-end
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communication without taking advantage or being aware of local or neighboring network
resources. We list a few of the challenges or requirements encountered by applications below:
– Concept of Location/Neighbourhood awareness, proximity etc.
– End to end service oriented communication.
– Separation of identifier and location in naming and addressing.
– Session continuity and management across domains.
– Common trust, anonymity and federated identity management.
– Parameter/Metric based routing (added value based routing).
– Routing facilities based on application layer needs.
– Efficient Mobility, Multihoming, delegation, indirection.
– Capability signalling across devices, domains.
– Real-time and Distributed real-time application requirements like priority, guarantees etc.
– Scalability for trillions of nodes.
As can be observed from the above list, the issues to be addressed are rather basic and spread
across the existing ‘layers’ of TCP/IP model; i.e., it is difficult to solve the above shortcom-
ings at a particular ‘layer’ of the current Internet architecture. But, these arguments in no way
propone demise of the Internet, but suggest the strain impressed on the legacy architecture it
still follows. The stress on the current architecture is not limited to the new usages of existing
technologies, but also arises from new technologies that are incompatible, but forced into
compatibility for legacy interoperability. For instance, ad hoc, vehicular and sensor networks
differ dramatically from the relatively static ‘client-gateway-server’ design of the Internet
with the number of nodes stretching into billions and extremely dynamic mobility scenarios.
While the internet has tried to avoid vertical silo (smoke stack/chimney model) effect
by abstracting horizontally with layers rather than complete end to end solutions, in real-
ity, the effect has been more hard-coupled. The proliferation of IP as the de facto standard
for network abstraction has made the generic concept into an IP-Hourglass model [9]. This
model has worked remarkably well over the past few decades, but does not perform well
when exercised against new paradigms and applications. There is an interesting discussion
growing around the ‘waistline’ of the internet with various opinions and concepts emerging
on ‘what will or should’ be replace or added to expand the waistline of the current network
architecture [9,10]. With the shortcomings of IP (such as the identifier/locator dichotomy), it
is only logical to provide an alternate addressing scheme to take advantage of the innovation
in the networking and routing domains over the past few years. However, what is the best
alternative? is still an open question. It is this openness that should be embraced rather than
providing a solution which in a few years will find itself inefficient or even unsuitable for
use due to newer unforseen requirements. In a best effort packet delivery mechanism like IP,
the concept of a separate control channel is diminished (apart from already existing internal
and external routing protocols) [9]. Each packet carried enough information for processing at
intermediary nodes. Following convergence and adoption of IP as the de facto abstraction at
the network layer, the concept of the self contained packet became the norm. This simple and
common layer was advantageous for interoperability but is manifesting as a major challenge
for the flexibility for applications running at higher layers. With the new requirements like
QoS and security, extra intelligence needed to be built into routers to examine the contents of
each packets to decipher what needed to be done with it for additional functionality (as per
end user signalling through RSVP, for example). With the emergence of realtime multimedia
as a major part of the traffic on the internet, separate control protocols had to be developed
(SIP, RTP) just to facilitate the delivery of multimedia streams/sessions. With QoS, routing
is no longer simple forwarding of packets but consists of prioritizing, queuing, dropping,
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tagging/marking and so on. The routing architecture of the current Internet does not support
packet forwarding based on such rich or descriptive parameters.
These trends segment the Internet as a collection of application level networks (torrent,
IMS etc), each overlay addressing a specific application requirement or functionality. Differ-
ent control protocols implemented in a distributed fashion decide the nature of the overlays.
As articulated by Aguiar [9], the concept of in-band control signalling through the packets
necessitates the ‘hard’ processing of each packet to provide additional functionality to the
flow. This is hardly efficient when the choices become numerous and the packet count follows
suit. A separate control plane or architecture might be necessary, independent of data flow to
facilitate added functionality to the communication via networks. This will facilitate capa-
bility negotiation across different control domains (like businesses, Autonomous Systems
etc.) for setting up sessions or temporary peering agreements separate from data delivery
mechanisms. The proposal to have an additional hourglass model for the control architecture
complementing the data hourglass model (with IP at the waist) [9] for networking might be
one approach to address this challenge. The idea of separation of concerns (control and data)
within the network architecture brings flexibility at the cost of simplicity.
2.1 New Paradigms
The Internet evolution has been characterized by ingenuity on the part of software and
application designers to circumvent the architectural limitations, and has brought into play
varying ‘players’ into the sphere of influence [11]. The resulting ‘tussle’ influences not only
the direction of the future evolution of the Internet, but also the nature of the next generation
architecture like notions on design, space for tussle etc.
Access technologies and applications emerge independent of the Internet, which in due
course requires interacting with the network for various reasons. We find powerful mobile
communications devices, sensors, medical implants, vehicles and a host of other network
capable appliances emerging. Besides, new networking models like ad-hoc networks, vehic-
ular and sensor networks present challenges which are not efficiently handled by the current
architecture. The number of connected nodes in the Internet has gone from a few in the early
eighties to millions (currently), with a strong possibility to be trillions [12] with the inclusion
of ad-hoc nodes, cheap sensors and networked vehicles in the future.
User demands like interactive resources, user generated content, content sharing, local
access of distributed content, anywhere/anytime access of own data etc. requires the under-
lying architecture to support a set of basic capabilities, which are inefficiently implemented
into the legacy Internet [13]. The demands can also include demands based on or on behalf of
the users by other entities such as governments, corporations and content owners. For exam-
ple, the open and end-to-end nature of the Internet is broken by middle boxes to accommodate
for address exhaustion, security etc. [4]. This necessitates architectural changes incorporating
such additions.
These are not independent driving forces. These factors tend to influence each other to a
stage where the underlying architecture can no longer efficiently support the newly construed
paradigms. This will be the case with any new tightly designed architecture. The boundaries
of such architectures will be tested. One of the more accommodating architecture would
be the one which account for this growth (‘design for tussle’ [11]), or a system modular
enough to keep pace with the innovations around it. The idea of service oriented architecture
and service composition, manifested in different proposals as network composition is worth
considering in this context.
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3 Challenges to a New Architecture
There are two common methods of approach that can be utilized when thinking forward. One
is the Incremental Approach aimed at maintaining backwards compatibility while migrating
towards a new architecture (E.g. IPv4 to IPv6 migration). The other approach is to have a
Clean Slate Thinking to fix all the problems that can be identified as being inherent in the
current architecture. Architectural changes to the core of the Internet (E.g.: IPv6) and add-
on/overlay services (E.g.: MIPv4, MIPv6, IMS etc.) have met varying levels of success. There
are a host of new architecturally superior implementations and changes dismissed a priori
by the marketplace, due to reasons such as ossification of the TCP/IP model and business
aspects of bringing about a dramatic change in the currently installed infrastructure base. It is
easier for researchers to consider a clean slate approach of a new architecture, protocols and
service. However, such an approach is generally unacceptable due the changes required to
already existing infrastructure and devices and due to the disruption of existing businesses.
This approach, while ideal from a research standpoint is difficult to implement in the current
scenario.
The incremental approach to addressing the current limitations is attractive to service pro-
viders and network operators in terms of cost and availability. This approach often produces
inefficient and often complicated solutions. An ideal solution to this conundrum will be to
suggest modular incremental changes to current architecture aimed at addressing immedi-
ate problems, which function as milestones or part of the transition towards a completely
reconsidered and modular network architecture. The idea of overlay networks (for example,
Peer-to-peer overlay networks [14]) is quite relevant in this context, where a new technology
can be implemented at ‘present time’ over existing architecture, so as to bring in the new
functionality without a radical change to the underlying architecture. This functionality, at
a later time can be accommodated as a part of the architecture itself, if designed to relevant
open standards.
The above mentioned approach is not only true for functionality overlays like IMS, but
completely reworked architectures as well. Consider the migration towards IPv6 from IPv4
in this context. The newer Internet layer (IPv6) can coexist with the current one (IPv4) via
gateways connecting islands of IPv6 routers to the IPv4 world, software encapsulation like
the 6to4 transition mechanism [5] or tunneling etc. [15]. In the future, when most of the nodes
(routers, specifically in this case) support IPv6 in the future, the IPv6 ‘islands’ automatically
become the ‘main network’, with IPv4 becoming ‘legacy islands’ interfaced via ‘legacy’
gateways. This approach however requires a scale, consensus and collaboration from major
players in the research community and industry. A study of the current state of the art will
reveal that both approaches are being explored by various entities globally, substantiating the
necessity and urgency of such a transition [10,16].
4 Existing Approaches
Under the current network architecture, the applications are responsible for setting up all
bindings required for communication. This necessitates that the software is written to spe-
cific underlying network architecture, without modularity. The close binding also makes it
difficult for developers to implement applications and solutions that can adapt to new com-
munication mechanisms. Most of the new ‘flexible generic platform’ proposed to overcome
such limitations concentrate on abstracting the applications from the underlying network
architecture, mostly by adding one more abstraction layer over the existing naming system
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(IP). These approaches, to an extend, mitigate the ill effects from current dual usage of IP
addresses as end point identifier (name) and location (address). The reliance of certain appli-
cations on the Domain Naming System (email, web addresses etc.) together with the inability
of the DNS to adapt to rapid updates make it more difficult in dynamic mobile environments.
The migration from IPv4 to IPv6 will provide some temporary relief to pressing issues
such as address exhaustion, resource allocation support via header extensions and improved
security features. But, IPv6 does not address the architectural limitations of the Internet.
There are various proposal and projects at different stages of maturity being considered by
the Internet community, industry and academia related to the architectural nature of the Future
Internet.
Host identity protocol [17] identifies the naming and addressing of entities as the key
challenge in today’s architecture and proposes as a solution to separate them, decoupling
the usage of the address (i.e. the IP address) as the identity of resources or nodes. The
separation is achieved by introducing a new layer between the conventional TCP/IP stack
between the network layer and the transport layer. HIP uses cryptographic identifiers as the
Namespace which helps to integrate baseline end-to-end security into the architecture when
used with Diffie-Hellman [18] and appropriate security protocol, such as Encapsulated Secu-
rity Payload (ESP) [19]. Each node has a private/public key pair and the node’s identity is
a hash of its public key. Several solutions have been proposed to accommodate mobility
and Multi-homing [20,21] using HIP. However, there are some undesirable consequences
where the node loses its identity if the public key is ever changed or compromised. Haggle
approaches these challenges using the concept of ‘Pocket Switched Networking’ [22,23]
to take advantage of both infrastructure based and Ad Hoc (peer to peer) communications
opportunistically. The Haggle network architecture is aimed at providing seamless network
connectivity and application functionality in mobile environments by separating application
logic from underlying network architecture.
Ambient Networks (AN) [7,24] introduces the concept of horizontally structured mobile
systems that offer common control functions to a wide range of different applications and
interface technologies to provide a common networking concept to adapt to varying heter-
ogeneous wireless and service environments. The AN naming architecture adopts a layered
naming model, with separation concepts borrowed from layered naming architecture [16] and
HIP [17]. Dynamic bindings at different layers enable the basic mobility of nodes, ‘bearers’
and applications [25].
Data-Oriented Network Architecture (DONA) [26], borrowing heavily from other exer-
cises like TRIAD, SFS and HIP, suggests a clean-slate redesign of Internet naming and name
resolution, to address specific features such as persistence, availability, and authentication
for service access or data retrieval. DONA justifies this proposal pointing out the exist-
ing discordance between historical design (host-oriented) and current usage (data-oriented).
However, the clean slate approach is mostly limited to how Internet names are structured
and resolved. As with HIP, DONA replaces DNS names with flat, self-certifying names, and
replaces DNS name resolution with a name-based anycast primitive that lives above the IP
layer. DONA proposes that names handle persistence and authenticity, while name resolution
handles availability. There are other attempts to approach the problem from enterprise per-
spective through Application Oriented Network Architecture (AON) [27], borrowing ideas
from NGN architecture [28].
Another approach is to extend today’s architecture using middle-boxes (TRIAD) to avoid
the migration to IPv6, or base the architecture on a new central parameter or paradigm. DONA
and Haggle architectures revolves around ‘data’ as the center piece. There are advantages
as well as pitfalls to all these approaches. For example, when the architecture is designed
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around data as the most important parameter, then the design must encapsulate and manage
all data as haggle proposes to do. This is not an ideal approach as other applications might not
want to relegate ownership of their data to middleware. Identifier-Locator Network Protocol
(ILNP) [29] proposes an extension of the 8+8 for IPv6 [30] idea and SHIM6 [31]. ILNP
specifically addresses mobility and multihoming issues with current implementations, inte-
gration of middleboxes like NAT, enhancement of end-to-end security, among other features.
Reliance on DNS for location update of mobile nodes apart from ICMP locator updates might
be a shortcomings when dealing with highly dynamic and unreliable environments.
There is a significant amount of discussion forming around the EIFFEL project [32]
regarding the nature and process of arriving at the Future Internet, albeit from a European
perspective. This project, not limited to technological issues but also social issues surrounding
a future networked society, is organized around a number of Technical Areas (TAs) focusing
on technological, societal, regulatory and policy-related questions. For a project of such mag-
nitude, it will be a while before its future internet architecture proposal emerges, to be studied
or compared to existing solutions. The projects mentioned here are not a conclusive list of
attempts to address the architectural shortcomings of the Internet. They are too numerous
and outside the scope of this article. But, the conclusion derived implies that the research
community and industry recognizes the shortcomings and are exploring various approaches
to address them.
5 A Different Approach to Networking
We develop our vision from a top down approach, from the point of view of the application
developers. From such a perspective, networking is not just connectivity specified by an end
point tuple (as in Berkeley APIs). A network is a collection of distributed services that are
available to the applications. The application developer should not worry about the state of
the network at application runtime during the application design. This decoupling of address-
ing network end points directly in applications can be achieved through a uniform approach
to exploit the underlying network infrastructure via a generic, rich and standardized interface.
Such an interface provides abstraction of network capabilities to applications and decouples
the heterogeneity arising from the below mentioned factors. Adapting to heterogeneity forms
one of the basic characteristics of our approach. Heterogeneity in various layers of the current
architecture arise from various sources including:
– Network technologies, devices and Operating Systems
– Middleware solutions and communication paradigms
– Programming models and languages
– Services and interface technologies
– Domains and architectures
– Data and document formats
– Nonfunctional aspects such as information models, security, availability, transactions etc.
– Business borders
– Communication procedures and security policies.
5.1 Network as a Service
We claim that the layered paradigm in networking architecture is not the ideal approach
for abstraction. As with Haggle, we propose a layer-less architecture which abstracts the
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Fig. 2 The vision of network as a service
underlying connectivity and network computational resources to applications via a high
level API. Applications should not be burdened with attaching themselves directly with end
points or the connectivity status of various available interfaces; it should automatically be
taken care of by the underlying architecture. We argue that ideal network connectivity is
a service that any application should be able to use. It is a service that is composed from
underlying (possibly orthogonal) capabilities of the node and the environment that the appli-
cation then resides in. This obvious statement enables us to look at architecture from a
service oriented point to view (Fig. 2). This high level abstraction for a network has various
advantages. Such and approach inherently accommodates the business boundaries existing
in the real world networks such as commercial boundaries, administrative domains etc and
helps traversing across these a natural part of service negotiation and usage. While this
is also the approach of overlay networks, their implementation is not uniform or generic
enough to apply to the network architecture as a whole. We propose to integrate the avail-
able communication services and current higher layer services in a unified and standardised
manner.
5.2 Network Service as a Collection of Services
The next step is to identify the basis with which we compartmentalize the capabilities into
modules, which can be later orchestrated. We take cues from the ‘tussle’ [11] being played
out in the networking world to impose boundaries on the modules. A module encompasses
a well defined service small enough to be a factor in the tussle but large enough to pro-
vide a specific, well defined, usable and non-trivial service. Identifying a set of modules
which provides the services needed to compose a network architecture is not straight for-
ward considering the fact that as a ‘future’ network architecture, it should be able to grace-
fully accommodate a wide spectrum of potential uses. The borders of modules and which
attributes to consider as a module is of course, an open question. Different approaches can
propose different modules to accomplish the same goals and it might be probable that it is
impossible to agree on a standard set. But, as long as different modules provide a uniform




From the above research directions, a sense of future direction can be derived. We can
see not one ‘Internet’ but many ‘Internets’ of varying capabilities and characteristics (inter-
network of things, inter-network of specific applications, inter-network of specific intentions
etc.). This concept is already starting to evolve if we consider Peer-to-peer application ‘net-
works’ using the existing infrastructure as a transport network. This brings us very close
to a similar problem that existed in enterprises towards the beginning of the twenty-first
century. Enterprises built their IT systems to streamline their processes. Large distributed
enterprises built middleware to support transactions and interconnect their systems across
domains. Since there were no standards for such systems, these proprietary systems posed a
problem during instances of interoperability (mergers, acquisitions, collaborations etc). The
concept of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [33] was adopted to enable a standardised
and open way for enterprises to open up their IT infrastructure for collaboration. We note
the best known implementation of SOA in Web Services (WS-*) [34] specifications, stan-
dardization and its implementations. While, Web Services specifications specifically address
Enterprise Application Integration (EAI [35]), we need a similar principle and framework to
be applied to future heterogenous communication networks in order to interconnect business
borders and administrative domains.
The simple sounding business goal of connecting to customers, suppliers or partners elec-
tronically [36] translated into web services that offer standard based mechanisms to create
or compose services from composite and often cross-organizational components and Web
based services [37]. We look at the underlying network architecture under the same require-
ment considerations, i.e, a service to be offered to applications, composed of various other
services, local or distributed.
5.3 The Principle of Service Orientation
Before we apply service orientation principles to the network architecture, it is helpful to
identity the definition of a service. A service as specific functionality is characterised by the
following features [38]:
Composable: An entity can use the service depending on the conditions specified either
directly or as a part of another service.
Describable: A service can be fully described including what functions it provides and how
these functions can be accessed (e.g. through metadata).
Discoverable: A service can be discovered based on their metadata by other services or
entities.
SOA represents an abstract architectural concept of building software systems that is based
on loosely coupled components (services) that have been described in a uniform way and
can be discovered and composed [38]. The services that form the part of an SOA should be
dynamically composable by any entity interested in availing it. The core elements that com-
prise an SOA is illustrated in Fig. 3a. This architecture is further extended with a Service Bus
(SB) to make the discovery and binding process more transparent to the requesting service
by visualizing the candidate services from the requestor’s perspective (Fig. 3b). The concept
of SB is important as it forms a decision making entity or a middleware on behalf of the
requesting service.
We adopt this updated SOA approach to construct the elements for a Network Architec-
ture. The abstraction of network as a service or a collection of services can be gracefully
accommodated into this model.
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Fig. 3 Basic components of SOA architecture
6 A Relationship Based Service Oriented Architecture
To propose a network architecture within the structure of SOA, it is necessary to define a
framework or a collection of services and define the environment within which it functions.
This is not a straight forward exercise, given that our intention is to define a generic archi-
tecture for the next generation communication networks. To arrive at such a architecture,
we inspect the highest level abstraction required for any communication. When two entities
meet (have access to a channel with another entity) and wish to communicate with each other.
The entity here do not particularly refer to a node, a device, a piece of software or a service
but could be any of the them. We would like to be agnostic here regarding where or what
implements the intelligence for communication. We visualize the wish to communicate of
two entities (with the intent and ability to do so) as the meeting of two domains.
Domains can be conceived as a region (physical or virtual) characterized by a specific fea-
ture and restricted by boundaries. A generic example for such a domain could be a business
with business boundaries and characterised by business processes. This gives us a generic
enough platform where services can reside and interact. For example, a transaction between
services of different business entities (B2B) naturally classifies into a meeting of business
domains. A physical device forms a domain with the common characteristic of a physical
boundary and (usually) a single ownership. In this case as well, connecting two devices
together can be reduced to a meeting of two domains. This Concept of Domains can be
extended recursively for already collaborating domains, i.e, when two domains meet and
agree upon the various aspects of service sharing and usage, their collaboration can be again
abstracted as a domain, which being the collection of capabilities that they together can per-
form. The implications of such recursive nature derives from the composability of services
within an SOA.
In this paper, We define ‘Relation’ as an association among dynamically collaborating
nodes, devices and services in a network, characterized by a ‘relationship metrics’. We pro-
pose a frame work termed ‘Relationship Oriented Service Architecture’ (ROSA) [39] to
agree upon a broad vocabulary that will be used to model recurring themes in ICT and inte-
gration environments. The aim of such a framework is to be able to reference one or more
open specifications or standards for each identified service, that can be used to implement
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various version of the service. This is a flexibility available in the SOA. SOA principles are
considered in all aspects of design including interfaces between modules and the relationship
description. This enables us to decouple certain aspects or modules and develop it indepen-
dently. Besides, this also implies that the services provided by some of the modules can be
accomplished by a web based service or remote entity. This would be helpful in abstracting
the network architecture across domains and networks without too much reworking of the
communication network. This should also simplify integration with existing infrastructure
and third party service providers (like standard based trust and security service providers).
The overall architecture provides an ‘Intelligent Middleware’ managing the communica-
tion, while providing an API towards the applications and managing connectivity resources
independently. In SOA, the actual services are usually relatively simple ‘black boxes’ that
can be applied in a flexible fashion in a variety of instances, as such avoiding duplication of
functionality. While it is not efficient to dictate that all applications orchestrate and construct
their own solutions from the above services, any large scale application can do so via the
APIs that these services expose. For normal scenarios, the separation of application logic
from transport logic to make applications communication agnostic can achieved by provid-
ing a higher level aggregate of these services via more specific generic APIs. This is done
via the ‘Relationship Manager’ (RM). We focus on the argument that the given modules
can be composed into a coherent architecture via a single paradigm, namely Relationships.
We define ‘relation’ as an association among dynamically collaborating nodes, devices and
services in a network. A relationship description contains parameters (‘relationship metrics’)
to express the nature and background of the collaboration.
6.1 Relationship Manager
The relationship manager is itself a service which composes available services and offers
APIs to accomplish most of the common services that applications need. The RM (a simpli-
fied version of ‘Enterprise Bus’ in Web Services) fits the numerous service components into
a logical process (Orchestration) and facilitates the translation of data flow between services
that may interpret a term differently. RM helps to avoid the ‘monolithic silos’ traditionally
formed when implementing a complete usable service. The RM orchestrates the services for
processes (on behalf of applications), based on contexts. Entities always communicate with
services in their environment according to a certain context. Orchestrating these services in
context provides the definition of relationships and causalities between different services of
an entity communication space [40]. The context is expressed in the context service and the
RM contains the logic to use it for orchestration.
By being a service by itself, the RM is replaceable with other implementations offering
similar interfaces. However, to be truly modular and avoid tussle in the core, the relation-
ship manager should be minimal, analogous to a micro-kernel in an operating system. This
means that all useful services should be implemented outside the RM, or in services space
and the only service that the RM provides is a meaningful orchestration. However, even for
environments where the applications directly manage the orchestration, RM must be present
for bootstrapping purposes.
From a different perspective, the RM virtualizes the available services to the applications.
This is similar to the concept in Fig. 3b where the Service Bus virtualizes the candidate
services from the requestor’s point of view. The RM can be thought of as a local instantiation
of a Service Bus, which simplifies the search, query, binding and access of other services
within the ROSA framework.
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Fig. 4 A sample ROSA instance
6.2 Service Composition
Figure 4 indicates an example of how a network can be composed out of available services.
The services indicated are highly aggregated services from other elementary services avail-
able. The simple file transfer scenario mentioned above can be addressed by encapsulating
the available network interfaces (Wi-Fi, bluetooth, Wireless USB, NFC etc.) and related pro-
tocols via the ‘connectivity’ service. This approach detaches the applications from having
to be aware of the device location, neighboring nodes and their capabilities. If both devices
support such a framework, then the underlying services can be combined by the relationship
manager to accomplish a request similar to ‘transfer the file to the closest neighbor after
verification, via the lowest cost path’. The application need not know whether the interface
used is Wi-Fi or bluetooth or NFC, or even how the phone discovered its neighbor. The
detachment of network services also enable applications to fully explore the ‘late binding’
(addressing the entity but postponing the entity location till the last possible instance) or
‘relationship composition’ by the relationship manager, as it can wait as late as possible to
compose the architecture, utilizing the latest context/network/location updates and status.
6.3 Services
A selection of ‘building block’ services, which can be orchestrated to form higher level
services is depicted in Fig. 5 to visualize the framework. The services are clustered into
logical groups to aid readability and no dependencies or explicit associations exist between
service definitions. In practice, if several services with similar capabilities are exposed in
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Fig. 5 ROSA framework services
an environment, the service interface may be realized using a shared implementation. For
example, presence, context and messaging could all be managed using a single Jabber ser-
vice. Or, authentication, authorization and accounting/charging (AAA) can be done via a
single AAA service. A brief intentions of each services are mentioned in [39]. This is by
no means an exhaustive list of services that can be made available, as the service oriented
approach facilitates adding more or deducting unused services according to requirements.
The core task of creating such a framework is to identify a broad set of services that need to
be defined (called ‘factoring services’). We consider factoring to be an ongoing process as
experience informs the choice of services, identifies shortcomings and indicate the services
that require creation, discount, splitting or joining. A service is a pattern that can used to
solve a specific problem and can be defined with in a framework at different levels [41].
While this pattern can be defined at various degrees of granularity [38], we propose them
as a definition of function and scope. The functional focus provides the capacity to be spe-
cific about the range of expected behaviour of individual service, while being agnostic with
regards to the implementation details or design of solutions. While this definition is far from
sufficient to implement a network architecture, it provides as a starting grid to more detailed
specifications and a reference model. From the abstract models of services, it is possible to
derive XML schemas that define data to be exchanged. This approach enables specific SOA
standard based definition for services to be implemented (as a Web-Service, for example).
Such a framework is realized in an application with an interface to access a service that has
commonly agreed operation definitions (e.g. Web Service Definition language, WSDL) and
data structures (e.g XML schemas) [42].
There are different methods to realize SOA in communication systems. Web-Services
represent one important approach and is the most adopted and widespread within the IT
industry. There are various other Middleware (OMG CORBA, MSDCOM etc.) that can
be used for such abstraction, but Web-Services have marked advantages like being much
more loose coupled, dynamic and adaptable to change. Besides, it supports and open way to
develop specifications and using technology via a broad consortia, which takes into account
the stakeholder interests.
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The world wide consortium (W3C) defines Web-Services as:
A Web-Service is a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-
machine interaction over a network. It has an interface described in a machine-
processable format (specifically WSDL). Other systems interact with the Web service
in a manner prescribed by its description using Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
messages, typically conveyed using HTTP with an XML serialization in conjunction
with other Web-related standards.
Web-Services provide a uniform way of describing components or services with in a
network, locating them and accessing them. Web-Service specifications define formats and
protocols that allow services to interoperate across those vendor platforms that provide con-
forming implementations, either natively or by mapping them onto existing proprietary mid-
dleware offerings. The standards and specifications that are adopted are being developed in an
open way through community organizations like W3C and OASIS. The process allows for a
consensus based standardization and vetting by commercial interests before being accepted or
approved as a standard. Web services rely on XML for the basic underlying data model, SOAP
for the message processing and data model, and WS-Addressing for addressing services and
identifying messages independent of transport.
SOAP is a simple and extensible XML based communication protocol that provides a
way to communicate between applications running on different operating systems, with
different technologies and programming languages. With SOAP, the underlying transport
might change as the message is routed between nodes, even the mechanism selected for
each hop may vary as required. An important facility is the feature that the messages
can be routed based on the content of the headers and the data inside the message body.
SOAP forms the messaging framework of ROSA, owing to these attributes. Another speci-
fication, WS-Addressing provides an interoperable transport independent way for identify-
ing message senders and receivers associated with a message exchange. Besides securing
end-to-end endpoint identification in messages, this specification enables messaging sys-
tems to support message transmission the networks that include middleboxes like endpoint
managers, firewalls, gateways etc. Further details of these specifications are available at
[33,34].
The above mentioned services can take advantage of the Service Descriptions framework
available in WS which defines metadata that fully describes the characteristics of a service that
are deployed in the network. This metadata provides the abstract definition of the information
necessary to deploy and interact with a service. In Web-Services, Web Services Description
language (WSDL) is most widely used for describing metadata for Web-Services, i.e, what
a Service can do. It offers a standard language-agnostic view of services offered by a Web-
Service. WSDL is an XML format for describing services as a set of endpoints that operate
on messages containing either document-oriented or procedure oriented information and is
well suited for the ROSA framework.
A Policy service can use the WS-Policy [43], an extensible framework for Web-
Services constraints and conditions allowing for a clear and and uniform expression of of
the available options. The Service Discovery module can query over metadata that describes
services. This metadata should be searchable and discoverable for users to find and use
services. Hence, aggregation and discovery services for metadata which in turn becomes a
repository or registry for services are very useful, if not unavoidable. Universal Description




As can be realized at this point, the Service Oriented Architectural approach for Network-
ing through the ROSA framework can be realized using the various Web-Services specifi-
cations (WS-*). The next step is to select a subset of the services and create a basic profile,
which can bootstrap into a simple functioning model using Web-Services. This is a future
exercise related to this proposal.
6.4 Comparison with Other Approaches
A clear study of the drawbacks of such an approach needs to be carried out, to propose
improvements to the architecture at initial stages. Coupling of numerous independent ser-
vices which communicate among themselves locally or over a network will generate a large
quantity of messages. The quantity of messages increases significantly with the number of
services utilized indicating scalability issues. This might impose a limit on the modularity of
services, as smaller services imply greater flexibility but generate higher overhead traffic. We
can address this complexity partly through the use of RM which becomes the only service
that each of the other services interact with, thus reducing inter-service messaging. The cost,
however, is a significant complexity in the RM to correctly fit the numerous services into a
logical solution for different contexts.
Efficiency for small set of services compared to legacy architectures will be less, using our
approach. However, the advantages of SOA will be inherited into the proposed architecture.
The integration of components within heterogenous environments or dynamically changing
component configurations is best addressed using our architecture. SOA and Web-Services
offer potentially significant benefits to large service sets that undergo frequent change and
facilitate reusability. Currently, the XML footprint and parsing cost at both ends of a mes-
sage exchange does take up time and resources. With high performance as the criterion,
Web-Services might not be as efficient as current architectures. Binary XML for interchange
can improve the performance, but it is yet to be standardized.
7 Conclusions and Future Work
For a 5th generation network, the principles and paradigms extend beyond bandwidth or ubiq-
uitous computing. In such a network, every device and service is immersed in an environment
of usable services, transparent to the location, be it local or remote. Network communication
becomes an enabler or a pure service, where the focus shift from connectivity to usage sce-
narios. Processing power on demand, expandable storage, guaranteed service qualities etc
will become the norm. For such a network, it is necessary that applications and users should
not have to deal with low level infrastructure attributes, but an high level abstraction of such
attributes as usable services. The architectural principles proposed in this article is a step
towards such a networking vision.
We introduced a new architecture that treats network resources and service resources in
the same way by applying service oriented principles. In addition to hiding heterogeneity and
respecting business borders, this approach gives enough flexibility to migrate from today’s
internet towards a network of future Internets.
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